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Gong Dingzi 龔鼎草(1釘子1673) was a famous writer of the late Ming 
and early Qing. He, along wi也 Qi組 Qianyi 錢謙益(1582-1664) and Wu 
Weiye 吳偉業(1609-1671)，的 collectively known as 做訂的e Masters 
of Jiangdong 江左三大家. One of Gong Dingzi' s ci 詞 (song lyric) col
lections, Wh ite Gαte Willow (Baimen liu 白鬥柳)， has not received 也e at
tention it deserves 企om researchers. Even the well-known modem scholar 
Meng Sen 孟森， who specializes in rese訂ch on Gong Dingzi, has ignored 
也is collection which records the relationship between the poet and 也e fa
mous courtes也 Gu Mei 顧媚 (?-1663). As a consequence，也e relationship 
between Gong Dingzi and Gu Meì is still unclear. In my opinion, Wh ite 
Gate Willow is bo出 a record of the love story between Gong Dingzi 組dGu
M剖， and an ex血nple of Gong's explorations in a literary s可le which con
仕ibuted to the development of ci poe汀yin 由e Ming-Qing 甘ansition . In this 
paper, 1 will explore some aspec臼 of both Gong and Gu's relationship and 
the changes 區 style of the song lyrìc 出at 也is collection reveals. 

Wh ite Gate Willow, the title of Gong's work, is significant. The White 
Gate was the west gate of the capital J iankang 建康(present-day Nan
jing 南京) during the Six Dynasties. After the Six Dynasties era, it be
came synonymous with Nanjing. The willow 仕的 has m組y symbolic 
associations in Chinese literature and culture. It is characterized by a slim, 
fragile and beautiful posture 組d consequently is sometimes associated 
with the courtesan. The so-called Streets of Flowers and Willows 花街柳
巷 were where cou口esans lived and served patrons in elegant storied 
buildings. Because Nanjing has historically been famous for its co叮tesan
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culture, the títle of Gong's song lyric collection White Gate Willow im
plies a connection with courtesans. 

During the late Ming and early Qing period, the district along the Qin
huai River 秦准河 in the southern p訓 of Nanjing city was well known 
throughout China as a center of courtesan culture. The eight most famous of 
these courtesans werc called “The Eight Beauties of Qinhuai" 秦准八豔.
Yu Huai 餘懷's (1 616-1696) work, Diverse Records 01 Banqiao (Banqiao 
zaji 板橋雜記)， which describes the gay quarters of the Qinhuai district, 
contains a record of one of these “Eight Beauties." “Gu Mei," he wrote, 
“was dignified and refmed, and her whole demeanor was remarkable. The 
hair on her temples was clou品， and her face resembled a peach blossom. 
Her feet were p訂ticul訂ly small, and her slender body moved grace臼llyas

she walked. She was proficient in literature and history, and good at painting 
orchids. Her level of artistic talent w臼 equal to 也at of Ma Shouzhen 馬守
真(1 548-1606).1 However, Gu surpassed Ma in beauty. At 也at time, peo
ple considered Gu Mei to be 伽 top performer in Southern Drama 南曲戶
OuM缸's residence, named after her, was called Mei's Building (Meilou 眉
樓). It was located at the east end of Old Compound (Jiuyu組舊院). Es旭b
lished at the beginning of the Ming Dynas句， the Old Compound, not t缸
企om 也e Peach Leaf Ferry 桃葉渡， was where courtes組s owned by 也e
state in the Ming Dynasty were located. 

After Gu Mei married Gong Ding剖， he was absolutely devoted to her. 
The fifty-nine song lyrics in the Wh ite Gate Willow make a special record of 
their romance.3 Three song lyrics, in p訂ticul缸， record crucial periods in 
their courtship and express respectively Gong's emotional rapport wi出 Gu

Mei at the beginning of their relationship, during their sep訂ation， and at 
their reunion after much hardship. 

The frrst ci was wri仗en 垣 1641 ， following Gong Dingzi's successful 
participation in the ImperiaI Civil Service Examinations for the Jiangnan 
Region. As the top candidate he was selected to work in Beijing, China's 
capital at the tirne. Passing through N呵呵 en route to Beij峙， he was in
troduced to Gu Mei at her residence, Meilou, on the bank of the Qinhuai 
River. He and Gu Mei fell in love at first sight. Written to 出e tune 
Queqiaoxian 鵲橋仙， this song lyric depicts Gong's appreciation of Gu 
M缸's beau句， her skill in calligraphy and painting，個d their happiness at a 
banquet together. 

Writing notes on beautiful red stationery, 
With 企agrant musk and lovely make-up, 
Dark eyebrows newly painted, all on my behalf. 
Multi-talented, you play the lute and strum 由ep伊α.

Painting yo盯 own por甘ait in the breeze that protec臼 flowers.
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The moon descends while the golden flute is played. 
Y our silk sash sways at 出e magnificent banquet. 
It is impossible to stop 也e deep affection between us. 
In such a lovely ho叮I'm unwilling to hear the crow's caw, 
Wishing 也at 0叮 whole life will be like tonigbt. 

紅筆記注，

香康勻染，

生受綠蛾初畫。
挑琴擎阮太多能，
自寫影、養花風下 。

月低金管，
帶飄珠席，

兩好心情難罷 。
芳時不價是鳥啼，

顧一世、小年為夜。 4
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The second song lyric was composed after Gong Dingzi and Gu Mei had 
become a couple, and Gong Dingzi had to leave for Beijing in 1642, oblig
ing the couple to part. Written to 也e tune Langtaosha 浪淘沙， it is subti
tled “On the Double Seventh in Chang'an": 

Dew makes me suddenly feel autumn, 
Moonlight fills the West Tower. 
The sound of a bamboo f1ute drifts from South of the River. 
It tells of the reunion in 也e sky tonight. 
Coloured threads stitch 80叮ow toge也er.

Heartless the Cowherd st缸，
Wi也 few meetings, we 訂e separated 0位en .
One evening and the bridge of magpies is folded up with 出e rosy 

cIouds, 
I 缸n the cowherd boy, she the Weavin皂 Maid
Every night at 也e bridge' s end. 

璧露乍驚秋，
月滿西樓。

江南簫管正悠悠。

報到天邊今夜會，

彩線穿愁。
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薄倖是牽牛，
會少離鴉。

鵲績一夕錦雲收。

我做牛郎他織女，
夜夜橋頭 。 5
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Chang'an 長安，也e capital of the Han and Tang Dynas闕， stands for 
Beijing, where Gong Dingzi had gone to t也e up his official post. Being 
ap訂t， Gong and Gu longed intensely for each other. Here the author uses a 
beautiful legend as a me臼phor for their relationship. The legend of the 
Cowherd 牛郎 and 由e Weaving Maid 織女 describes the extraor紐約
love between husband and wife. Because they offended 也e Queen Mother 
ofthe West 西王母 she f1 ings the Milky Way 天河 between them. 0nly 
on the seventh night of the seventh lunar month, when magpies f10ck to
gether to make a bridge for them, can they meet. In the end, Gong Dingzi 
expresses 也e hope 也at every night magpies can set up a bridge for them so 
they can meet. Gu Mei had attempted to 甘avel to Beij ing 扭曲e autumn of 
1642, but her travels were obstructed by rebels on the way. She did not 
reach Beijing until the autumn ofthe following ye訂.

The third song lyric was written during Gong Dingzi' s appointment in 
Beijing. During his tenure, he often impeached powe泊11 officials and minis
ters，組d criticized the imperial governme肘's policies. At this time, the míli
tary situation was deteriorating wi也 the Manchus attacking the northeast 
組d peas個t rebellions rising 泊 other p缸ts of 伽 country . Emperor 
Chongzhen 崇禎， however， was obstinate. Not only did he not accept Gong 
Dingzi's views, but furthermore was ex甘emely angry. About a month after 
Gu Mei had come to join Gong Dingzi in Beijing, the emperor threw Gong 
into the special jail reserved for the emperor's criminals and prîsoners. The 
conditions in this prison were especially horrible. Gong Dingzi was locked 
up toge也er with Jiang Caí 姜燦， whose account describes 出e situation in 
the prison: 

In príson we suffer aIl kinds of cruel to叮叮e. There is not one p訂t

of our bodies 也at is untouched. After we rise 企ombed 也eyput

shackles on us. At night we sleep in a low, sunken, netherworld, a 
humid place. In daytime, darkness stretches in every direction, and 
we can see many phosphorescent lights (emanating 企om corpses 
hung) on the wall. As convicts 0叮 hair hangs loose and our faces 
缸e filthy. We 缸e subjected to the insults ofthe gu訂釘， vulgar 
prisoners ride roughshod over us, mice and rats gnaw on us.6 
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Undoubtedly, the situation described by Jiang Cai was also the situation 
in which Gong Dingzi found himself during his imprisonment. However, 
wl也 GuM缸's spiritual and emotional support, he was able to bear prison 
life. Tl時也ird song lyric to the tune Yuzhuxin 玉燭新 ìs subtitled “Wri吐en

in Prison on the Lantern Festival, to the One 1 缸n Th姐姐ngof':

(second s泊位a)

Below the candlelight， 也企ont of the scre妞，
1 seem to catch sight of your pre的r dimples, silken gOWll, 
Enveloped by moonlight, is everything fine wi也 you?

Y our lovely eyebrows crescent-shaped. 
AI出ough you 缸e so ne缸，
Ic組not see your thin shadow next to 出e 1剖np:

Fragrantso品less and powdered beauty. 
Courageously you accomp組y a hero in his predicament. 
A hundred, a thousand ye缸S 企omnow，

Who wiU take white si lk: thread, 
And embroider Pingyuan's real po討rait?

依稀燭下屏前，
有翠靨綺衣，
月明安否?

小眉應鬥。

恨咫尺、不見背燈人瘦。
香柔粉秀。

猛伴得、英雄搔首 。

千古意，
誰許冰絲，

平原對繡 ?7

甘le Lord of Pingyuan 平原君血也e last lìne refers to Zhao Sheng 趙勝

(?BCE-251 BCE), the son of King Wulìng of Zhao 趙武靈王 during the 
Warring States period. As a ruler, the Lord of Pingyuan 仕eated the wise 
courteously and cultivated the scholars. He was known to have had 3,000 
hangers-on, that 話， people who Iived off his generosity. In retum they 
helped him accomplish his goals. Through 也is allusion, Gong Dingzi shows 
垣mself to be a leader who can recognize talent, and Gu Mei to be an inti
rnate 企iend who knows his 甘ue self. 

Therefore, when Gong Dingzi was set 企ee in the early spring of 1644, 
andw的 once again able to be with Gu M剖， he composed 出e song lyric 
附加en to the tune Wannianhuan 萬年歡， with the subtitle “Freed in Early 
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Spring, using Shi Dazu' s rhyme in his song lyric on ‘Spring Longing. '" In it, 
he expresses his dedicàtion to her in these lines: 

Iron and stone can't we訂 it away, 
Only the deepest romantic love c組 be so absolute. 

Even till the end of time, 
We wiU f1y as a pair of wings and never p訂t

絕
，
癡

盡
情
，

8
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Through the imagery of endurance, he expresses their love and cornmitment 
to each other in the midst of adversity. After the writing of this song lyr此，
violent 甘ansfonnations occurred in the socio-political situation of China. 
Shortly after Gong was released 企om prison，凶也efi立h month of 1644, Li 
Zicheng 李白成 (1606-1645)， at the head of a peasant 缸my， fought his 
way into Beijing and the imperial palace, the Ming Chongzhen emperor 
committed suicìde, and Li Zicheng established 也e Dashun 大順 regime.
Gong Dingzi capitulated to this rebel regime. Shortly after, the Manchus 
entered the pass at Shanhaiguan 山海關組d fought 伽甘 way into Be仙g
where they expelled Li Zicheng. Gong Dingzi surrendered in turn to the 
Qing Dynas可 government.

Such experiences made Gong into a complicated and deeply pained in
dividual. Yet, no matter what the circumstances, Gu Mei remained close 
beside him and together they passed the difficult ye征s following 也e over
throw of the Ming Dynas可血 1644.

In Yu Huai's Dìverse Records 01 Banqìao, mentioned above, he speaks 
about Gong Dingzi and Gu M缸's romance by calling the White Gate Wìllow 
a chuanqi 傳奇9 Why did Yu Huai use this term to refer to this account of 
the廿 romance written in song lyrics? Chuanqi is the term originally applied 
to the genre of classical Chinese short stories written in the Tang Dynasty. 
ln later usage, a 1訂ge number of performance genres such as southem style 
drama and Ming and Qing poetic dr缸nas were also referred to as chuanqì. 
The tenn chuanqi refers to particular characteristics in bo也 content and 
fonn. The content must be in some ways qi 奇 (s甘組侈， unusual, marvel
ous)，個d the form must have a developed narrative 也at can be ‘'transmitted" 
(chuan 傳). The contact between a celebrated scho站台om 也e Jiangnan 
region and a renowned courtesan from the Qinhuai pleasure qu甜的， lead-
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ing up to 也e廿 marriage，也 certainly good source material for chuanqi. Fur
也ermore， the unusuaI twists and turns in their encounter form a story 也at
needs 組 extended n訂閱討on. In the White Gate WiIlow, Gong Dingzi re
cords the process by which he and Gu Mei became intimate 企iends 組d lov
ers who experienced sep訂ation and reunion, and shared joy and so訂ow
也rough numerous vicissitudes. Si伊ific個tly， Gong chose 的 song lyric 
genre for b抽出e expressive and narrative purpose. He joins together a cer
tain number of ci and 缸ranges them into a Iarger 企組lework that enables 
them to give expression to a certain narrative process endowed wi曲曲e na
如re of a long literary work. 

In literary history, ci is generally considered to be a type of emotionally 
expressive 訂t that has exceptional aesthetic potential for describing subtle 
emotions. The modern specialist of the song lyric Wu Shichang 吳世昌
h臼 in fact pointed out the narrative function of the song lyric. As early as 
1936, in his article "New Poe的， and Classical Poe訂y" 新詩與舊詩， Wu 
had remarked that “'Xl切ling 小令，也at is, the short song lyric, in its initial 
stage had the s甘ucture of stories. In也e (tenth-century song lyric anthology) 
Among the Flowers (Hu勻的nji 花間集)， m組y short song lyrics, such as 
Huanxisha 沒溪沙， contain the structure of a complete stOI)人 Short tunes 
(duandiao 短詞) ofthe N。他ern Song period, such as Shaonianyou 少年
遊 and Changxiangsi 長相思 by Zhou Bangyan 周邦彥 (1 056-1121) ;
and Qingpingyue 清平樂 and Suzhongqi略 訴衷情 by Yan Jidao 晏幾
道 (1 030?-11 06?) aIso have the structure of a story." In discussing the long 
tune Ruilongyin 瑞龍吟 by Zhou B組gy妞， Wufu地er notes: 

Generally speaking， 出e writing technique of modem short stories, 

is: first, narrate the present situation; second, narrate past events 
and strive to link them up with the present; then c缸可 on with the 
present situation and continue narrating the subsequent develop
ment. Nearly all European and American literary masterworks 
abide by 也is principle. Nine hundred ye訂s ago Zbou Bangyan al
ready put it to use 泊 a most natural way. His first stanza relates the 
present situation. The second st缸J.Za recounts the past. The third 
stanza again returns to the subject under discussion. Though he 
虹吐xes narration of scenes and stories，也e whole poem achieves in
tegration, without any trace of piling up fancy words. 1 0 

According to Wu Shichang, a single ci poem can be used to write a story, 
and several song lyrics linked together (lianzhang 聯章)訂e even more 
capable of fulfi Iling this function. Furthermore, linking together several 
song lyrics, wherein 出e p訂ts of the story described in the poems 訂e con-
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nected, is most appropriate for constructing a narrative. As such, in struc
tural terms, the linked lyrics can possess the narrative function of a chuanqi. 

1n the period of transition between the Ming and Qing dynasties，也e

view regardin旦出e song lyric genre as chuanqi seemed quite prominent. For 
example, Wang Shizhen 王士禎(1634-1711) commented on the song lyrics 
of Wu Weiye 吳偉業， "ne of the Three Masters of Jiangdong，也at they 
possess the qualities of gexing 歌行， the heptasyllabic long poem forrn 
which Wu Weiye emp10yed to write about current even臼 11 Wi也 reg訂ds to 
the song lyric ge位院 the critic Zhang Deying 張德瀛 of the Qing period 
once called Wu Weiye the leader 缸nong ci writers of the dynasty.12 Per
haps this praise is excessive, but Wu' s song lyrics 訂e in many ways crea
tive. The interlinking of the approach to writing poems and song lyrics is 
one expression of his creativi可. F or example, Wu wrote thirteen lyrics to 
the tune Mc叫ianghong 滿江紅 narrating historical events and current a手
fairs. Many p1ace n位nes in these lyrics can be verified in the Ming Shi 明
史， the dynastic history of the Ming. That Wu Weiye writes song lyrics us
ing his narrative 'heptasyllabic song form style can be said to be a technique 
of writing chuanqi. 

During the Tang Dynasty, Bai Juyi 白居易 (772-846) and Yuan Zhen 
元旗 (779-831) were known for the廿 long narrative poetry. Wu Weiye's 
narrative style is chiefly influenced by Bai Juyi's style. The emergence of 
Bai Juyi's narratìve poetìc style was more or less sirnultaneous with the 
maturation of the chuanqi tales in 也e same period. We can thus recognize a 
mutual influence between the two genres, or at least an interest in n缸了叫on

in bo血 prose and poetic genres. If we 訂gue that the influence of Wu 
Weiye's poetic style on the song lyric c剖ne 企om its indebtedness to Bai 
Juyi's style, it is understandable 也at the song lyric, at a certain level, might 
have certain narrative features of the chuαnqi. It is worth mentioning that 
Gong Dingzi was quite familiar with his contempor缸y Wu Weiye's poetic 
style, and had actually wrì位en a number of imitations. One of his most fa
mous imitations is the “Song of Jinchang" 金闇行. This poem, composed 
for Mao Xiang 冒襄 (1611-1693)， is about the difficult unsettled life of 
literati scholars and cultivated women in troubled t血les. It resembles Wu 
Weiye's songs such as the famous “Song of Yuanyuan" 圓圓曲. That Wu 
Weiye is able to use the method of the long narrative song form (gexing) to 
write ci testifies to his being in the creative vangu訂d of literary history. 
Gong Dingzi also takes hold of the gexing method of writing ci and devel
ops it further. Therefore, Yu Huai's reference to the Wh ite Gate Willow as 
chuanqi is not entirely without foundation. 

In addition, the content of the Wh ite Gate Willow bears an even closer 
relation to the ge叮e chuanqi. In the Ming-Qing 甘ansition， the story of a 
male literary celebrity and a beautiful wom組 meeting and becoming great 
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飢ends was often combined wi自由eir concem for 也叮 coun句.M組y writ
ers 甘eated 也is theme 企om different perspectives and in different genres, 
incIuding not on1y poems and songs, but also prose accounts. For example, 
Mao Xiang (1611-1693) records his romance wi也 the courtesan Dong 
Xiaowan 董小宛(1624- 1651). Hou Fangyu 侯方域(1618-1654) gives 
但也count of his relationship wi白血e courtesan Li xi組gjun 李香君 m

Liji zhuan 季姬傳. They c組 bo也 be called chuanqi. It was 垣 this literary 
context 也at Gong Dingzi compiled a collection of his own ci which also 
attempted to record 出is kind of love. An important distinguishing quality of 
MingDyn臼ty chuanqi is i臼 valoriza討on of love. For instance，血也e fa
mo凶 foreword to the Peony Pavilion (Mudanting Tici 牡丹亭題詞)，也e

late Ming playwright T組g Xianzu 湯顯祖(1550-1617) decIares: “It is not 
known 企om what place love arises. As soon as it is born, it is very pro
found. For love, the living c也 díe， and the dead can again come to life. The 
living who cannot die for love, and 也e dead who c姐的t again be born for 
love . these do not express the highest love." I3 

Here 1 wou1d like to comp訂e briefly Gong DingzÎ's Wh ite Gate Willow 
wi也 Mao Xia時's memoir Yingmei'an y加t 影梅尾億語. Mao Xiang and 
Gong Dingzi were bo也 male literary celebrities 企om 出e Jiangn組 region.

Mao Xiang's Yingmei'an yiyu, a representative work of late Ming prose, 
describes his relationship wi也 the famous Qinhuai courtesan, Dong 
Xiaowan. While Mao Xiang and Dong Xiaowan at last became husbanå and 
concub血e，也ey also went through a period of vicissitude 組d 企us甘ation

during which Mao Xiang repeatedly refused Dong Xiaow鈕， s insistence to 
follow 趾ID.

Mao's own account 0丘en shows 血at Dong Xiaowan was the active 
member in the relationship, and Mao himself was passive. She was passion
ate about their relationship; he was res甘ained. Yet, perhaps 也is ís only the 
author's narrative s甘ategy. Even 出ough Mao Xiang was a member of the 
Late Ming activist literary socie可 Fu She 愛社， and hís words and actions 
were sometimes unconventional and unres甘ained， when it c血ne to gender 
relations, he seemed to have abided by Confucian moral standards. As a 
result, his account very clearly exhibits a desire for readers to reco伊拉e

that, as a man, his actions might “emerge 企om 也e affections . . . but 由ey go 
no further 由組討tes and moral principles."14 It Ís worth mentioning 也at
Gong Ding函， in his preface to the White Gate Willows, quoted these very 
words from the Great Preface to 出e Confucian cIassic, the Book olOdl臼. The 
sm世larity to Mao Xiang's moral res甘aint in gender relations is not accidental. 

Gong Dingzi was quite fi位也li訂 wi出 Ying7ηei'an y仰. His other song lyric 
collection Xiangyan ci 香嚴詞 contains the song lyric Hexinlang 賀新郎， m

which Ís inscribed the following preface: 
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The Yingmei 'an yiyu had long been placed on my desktop. It was 
taken away by someone. Pijiang (Mao Xiang) sent me another 
copy. Opening it my te訂s fel l. Thoughts of the past well up. My 
empathy for his experiences c組 be seen 扭曲is lyric. 15 

1n 也e song lyric he wηte， there seems to be a shared sensibility. So it is 
possible 也at the White Gate Willow and Yingmei ' an yiyu 訂e 法也 to each 
other in motivation and emotional embodiment. They both can be consid
ered variations of chuanqi on the love between a scholar and a beauty. 

In 出e late Ming and early Qing, the influential Yunjian School of ci 雲
間詞派， represented by Chen Zilong 陳子龍 (1608-1647) and others, 
privileged the style of ci written in the late Tang and Five Dynasties period, 
especially that ofthe anthology Among the Flowers. They began by disc缸d

ing the shallow, vulg訂 ci style that had e:xisted during the Ming Dynas妙，

and established a valuable foundation for the development of Qing Dynasty 
ci. But the followers of the Yunjian School preferred 組d res甘icted them
selves to writing xiaoling. Because the textual space of xíaoling is limited, it 
is difficult to write extended narratives 出at delineate complex themes in 
sociallife. As well，也e stylistic range of xiaoling is rather restricted. During 
也eM區g-Qing 甘ansition， wrÍters with breadth of vision recognized this 
problem and a吐empted to effect change. 

Gong Dingzi is one of 出e writers who early on recognized and at
tempted to address this problem. 1n the early Qing, Wang Shizhen pointed 
this out in his cornment:“Song 1戶ic writers of the Yunjian School 訂e un
willing to bear even a trace of the Southem Song style. This is both their 
s訂ong point and shortcoming. Gong Dingzi alone has brilliant literary talent, 
possesses a multÍ-faceted style, and is full of 甘ansformations." 16 Gong 
Dingzi went beyond the confmes of the Yunjian School and developed his 
skills in writing changdiao 長調(lyrics written to long tunes). 

Among the fifty-nine ci poems in the White Gate Willow, there 缸e a to
tal of twenty song lyrics written to “ long tunes." They display many differ
ent styles. Six song lyrics, in p訂ticul缸，缸e modeled on 也e style of the 
Southem Song ci poet Shi Dazu 史達祖(1 163?-1220?)， matching Shi's 
rhymes. One example is Hexinlang 賀新郎， subtitled “On Receiving her 
Letter from North of Jingkou, using Shi Dazu's rhymes": 

Quietly 1 make arr個gements at Oriole Inn, 
And await the pearly wheels on the road carrying the letter
Willowy pennants with the flower's cornmand. 
1 send magpies ahead to seek out the 企agrance，

Dew sprinkled on star bridge, m也ing the jade cold. 
But have you seen the Lu family's official boat? 
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It has a tiger' s head wi也 gold characters and a blue bird seal, 
A伍xed with red ink paste, blocking the reflection of spring 

sorrow. 
Riding on the phoenix moon, 
Breaking 也rough 也e misty d訂kness.

In a j asper case, te訂s folded in remnants of verrnilion silk. 
Plumbing the Iotus, by two rows of palace candles, 
She spread out the 企agrant letter. 
A rain of roses lightly rubbing her brush, 
Her soft heart and gentle na他re so w缸祖祖dfi組1ili訂
Wi也 this brocade c缸p， o叮 love will be confirmed. 
Wi也 mi討y curtain 個d fair weather gowns deeply folded 
1 fear the autumn begonia cannot endure the fierce west wind. 
So 1 enjoin you to listen to 
The wi1d goose ahead. 

鶯館安排靜。

待珠輸、逐程屯銜，

柳旗花令。
預遣探香烏鵲去，

露灑星橋玉冷。

可會見、盧家官艇。

金字虎頭青鳥印，

押紅泥、遮抹春愁影。
騎鳳月，
破煙頭。

瑤箱淚疊朱玄學、勝，
試芙蓉、兩行宮燭，
對攤芳信。
薇雨細揉彈事筆，

溫熱低心軟性。
料錦鯉、今番情定。

霧慢晴衫深打疊，
怕秋棠、不耐商飆勁。

因早雁，
囑君聽。 17
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This song lyric expresses Gong's joy when he received news that Gu Mei 
would be coming to Beijing to join him. 1t conveys ernotion through the use 
of mundane actions such as planning the residence, sending a person to wel-
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come her, unfolding 也e letter lost in 也ought，組d arranging 也e clo由ing.

Thus, it employs many decorative images: oriole 詛咒 pe訂ly wheels, wil

lowy penn個缸， st訂 bridge ， gold characters, tiger's head, blue bird (si伊ify

ing a messenger), red ink paste, jasper box, vermilion silk, lotus flower, 
palace candles， 企agrant letter, rain of roses, brocade c缸p (which alludes to 

ac缸p 出at delivered a le~ ~er put in its belly by a wife to her husband), misty 

curtain, fair weather gowns, autumn begonia, fierce west wind, and wild 

goose (again a messenger). 訂閱 song lyric seems highly prolix, but the nar

rative s甘ucture creates a continuous flow. It is an exempl缸y piece modeled 

on 也e poetic style of Shi D位u.

Gong Dingzi was acknowledged for his leadership in liter訂y circles. 

Many early Qing writers in ci po的y circles received his mentorship on 也eir

way to fame. Gong Dingzi particul缸ly a也nired 組d publicized 也e song 

lyrics of his younger co臨時orary Zhu Yizun 朱發尊 (1629-1709)， who 

subsequently became a renowned poet and scholar. Zhu Yizun is regarded 

as the founder of the Zhexi School of ci po的y 新西詞派 Zhu advocated 

as . models the Southem Song ci poets Jiang Kui 姜變 (1155-1221) and 

Zhang Y組張炎 (1248-1320?). The ci po的y of Jiang Kui and Zhang Yan 

bears sty lis世c s由lil訂ity in certain respec臼 to Shi Dazu, Gong Dingzi's poetic 

mode l. Could Gong have influenced Zhu Yizun's preference for Southem 

Song ci models? In the past, when spe叫cing about the Zhexi School of ci, 
literary historians only considered the influence of Cao Rong 曹溶 (1613-

1685) on Zhu Yizun. Now we may have a slightly widened field of vision 

that may alter our consideration of Gong Dingzi's role. 
Gong Dingzi's White Gate Willow records and n訂Tates the history of 

his and Gu M缸's love. Significantly, Zhu Yizun's collection of song lyrics 

entitled Jingzh抑 q的qu 靜志居琴趣 also records a love story. However, it 
is a record of the illicit love between Zhu Yizun and his younger sister-in

law. In terms of s甘uctu時， Zhu Yizun's collection also describes the whole 

co叮se of the love a在air， forming a narrative pa吐em simil訂的 linked poems 

(lianzhang 聯章). Without question, Gong's love for Gu Mei is expressed 

more explicitly and openly, while Zhu's is rather veiled. Also, Gong's ex

pression is lighter in tone, while Zhu's is more reserved. This difference in 

writing styles is perhaps at甘ibutable to the fact that Gu Mei was a courtesan, 
while Zhu Yizun's sister-in-law, Shouchang 壽常， was a woman 企om a 

gen訂yt缸ni旬， and object of Zhu's illicit desire. The lyrics of this collection 

by Zhu Y泣山1 were considered to be a new expression or development of 

yanci 豔詞 (erotic lyrics ).18 1 believe 出at Gong Dingzi' s White Gate Wil

low had an early and significant effect on Zhu Yizun's Jingzhiju qinqu. 

Another reason for the significance of the White Gate Willow in literary 

history is that it gives expression to the e在ect of co叮tesan literature on the 

revival of ci poe的人 Ci poetry originated and flourished in 也e Tang Dynasty 
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(618-907) 組d subsequent Five Dynasties (907-960), achieved a period of 
great prosperity in 也e Song Dynasty (960-1229), declined in the Yuan 
(1271-1368) and subsequent Ming Dynasties (1368-1644), and resurged in 
the Qing Dynasty (1 644-1911). What is 也e reason for the revival of ci po
e甘yin 血e Qing Dynasty? In Professor Kang-I Sun Chang's seminal study 
The Late-Ming Poet Chen Tzu-Lung: Cris臼 ofLoνe and Loyalism, she ex
amines courtes組 culture in 也e Ji組伊組 region in 也e late 扎位ng period and 
sugges扭曲at Chen Zilong 組d Liu Rushi's intimate exchange of song lyrìcs 
inìtiated a new orientation in writing love 1yrics. It is also 組 import組t cause 
be凶nd the revo1ution in ci wrìting dming 也e Ming-Qing 仕ansi討on. Chang's 
point is well t剋<en. 19

The song Iyric developed and matured chief1y in the environment of 
banquets and feasts wi也 performance by singing girls, dancers, and courte
S組s. M組y late Tang and Five Dynasties writers were deeply engaged in 
writing song lyrics. They successively initiated two f10uris凶ng phases in 也e
Western Shu Dynas可西蜀 and Southern Tang Dynasty 南唐. The poets 
in the Western Shu's anthology Among the Flowers 訂e especially represen
tative. This anthology a1so became a significant model for 1ater generations. 
Almost a11 the song lyrics in it, however，訂e 也emou也piece of ma1e writers. 
Women's voices 訂e only 甘ansmitted obliquely. In con仕ast， while the co叮
tesans, singers and dancers of the Late Tang and Five Dynasties used only 
their bodies and artis訂Y to participate in 也e cons甘uction of ci poe甘)' ， 也e
celebrated courtesans of the Ming-Qing 甘ansition developed relationships 
of literary inf1uence with the famous scho1ars. 

These high1y cultivated women produced 也eir own aesthetic creations. 
Chen Zilong 陳子龍(1608-1647) 組d Liu Rushi 柳如是(1618-1664)
wrote m組y song lyrics wi也 identical tunes and identical titles. At 也at time 
their Iyrics made a m句or impact 血 poe甘y circles and were regarded 品出eir
joint achievements. It is worth noting 出at Chen Zilong's discussion of the 
song lyric consciously 甘aced its origins to the Late Tang and Five Dynasties 
GÍ. In the preface he wrote to Liu Rusru's ci co l1ection Youlancao 幽藺草，
he explains,“From the two emperors of the Southem Tang down to 也e
Jingk組g period ofthe No吋lem Song (1 126), many ci writers emerged: some 
wrote beautiful lyrics expressing sorrow, others wrote in a smooth and 
graceful style to capture beauty. However, the state a仕ained was engendered 
by emotion, and words were inspired by thought. . . . . These lyrics reached 
the highest point."20 From this we can see 也at Chen Zilong held close to 
the ci of the Tang and Five Dynasties as ideal models in his efforts to bring 
about a revival of the song lyric. However, in his later years Chen Zilong 
developed a serious approach to the ci ofthe Northem Song. 

Al出ough immense social 組d political changes occurred in 出e Ming
Qing 甘ansition， rnany writers of ci appe缸ed to be still devoted to love lyr-
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ics. For example, in the last ye缸s of the reign of the fIrst emperor of the 

Qing dynasty, Shunzhi 順治 (1644-1661)， Zou Zhimo 鄒抵護 (1627?-

1670) and Wang Shizhen in Yangzhou compiled and selected a large an

thology of mainly late Ming qnd early Qing love lyrics. Titled Yìsheng chuji 

倚聲初集，出e anthology's selections total over 460 writers and 1,914 song 

lyrics. According to the J.wo compilers, with this large selectíon，也ey 血

tended to restore the tradition of Among the Flowers. But in that períod of 

dynastic change, they could not have been that simple-minded. After the Jin 

Dynasty (11 1于1234) was conquered, Yuan Haowen 元好問 (1190-1257)

also compiled 也e Zhongzhou Collection (Zhongzhou ji 中州集). Yuan 詛

tended to preserve 出e literature of his forrner coun甸人 Zou Zhirno and 

Wang Shizhen appe訂ed to be similarly motivated. 

Changes in literary style often evolve unnoticed. When literary reform 

is carried out，出ough it might be on a small or local scale, it can nonetheless 

bring about unantícipated ramifIcatíons. The Song poet Qin Guan 秦觀

(1 049-1100), by writing his life experiences into the love lyric,21 brought 

about the development of other types of s可les and features in 也e song lyric. 

The development of the love lyric in 也e Ming-Qing transition is unprece

dented in quantity and quali吟， and inseparable 企om the vi個lity of the cour

tesan culture. lt ís not just a return to the Huajian tradition. Even more, it is 

也e deepening of也is tradition. From this literary perspective, we can affllTIl 

也e con甘ibution to the love lyric by Chen Zilong and Liu Rus凶， and Gong 

Dingzi 組d Gu Mei in the period of the Ming-Qing transition. 

Author's Note: 
1 am grateful to Mr. Feng Qian for sharing his work about Gong Dingzi. I 

owe a debt of gratitude to Dr. Ma Haiyin and Mr. Ma Ruizhi who helped me 

to translate the paper. 1 wish to express my special th缸1ks to Professors 

Grace Fong and Robin Yates who offered great help for revision and for 

everything else. 
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